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Ultra Electronics is a group of specialist businesses designing,

manufacturing and supporting electronic and electromechanical

products and sub systems for the international defence and

aerospace markets.

The Group, which employs over 2,000 people in the UK and 

North America, has over 40 years’ experience in the design and

manufacture of technically advanced products for aircraft, ships,

submarines and fighting vehicles. 

The Group concentrates on obtaining a technological edge in 

niche markets, with several of its products and technologies being

market leaders in their field.
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highlights
1999 1998

£000 £000

Turnover 192,981 158,654

Profit before taxation* 23,242 21,098

Earnings per share* 25.9 22.6

Equity shareholders’ funds 23,414 12,998

Operating profit margin* 12.7% 13.2%

Employees (average number) 2,079 1,707

Financial Highlights
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at a glance
Ultra Electronics has over 40 years’ experience in the design, manufacture and

support of electronic and electromechanical products for aircraft, ships, submarines

and fighting vehicles. The businesses are classified into two Divisions:

Ultra Electronics at a glance 

Air Systems
Designs and manufactures a range of advanced
technology products primarily for civil and 
military aircraft.

Controls Division
Landing gear computers, electronic flight controls,
propeller electronic controls, engine accessories,
electrical generators for propeller de-icing.

Electrics Division
Specialised control handles, high integrity 
switches and indicators, lighting systems, conduit
cable harnesses, terminal blocks. Data bus for
armoured vehicles.

Flightline Electronics Inc
Sonobuoy telemetry receivers for maritime patrol
aircraft and helicopters. Mechanical gyroscopes.

Hermes Electronics Inc
Passive sonobuoys and bathythermal buoys. Towed
array sonars. High power sonar transducers.

Measurement Systems Inc
Displacement and force joysticks, hand grip controls,
trackballs, encoders and simulation equipment.

Noise and Vibration Systems
Aircraft cabin quieting systems using active noise
and active vibration control technology.

Sonar and Communication Systems
Active and passive sonobuoys. Receivers and acoustic
processors for maritime patrol aircraft and
helicopters. Torpedo countermeasures. Data link
communication systems.

UnderSea Sensor Systems Inc
Active and passive sonobuoys, advanced sensors,
hydrophones.

Weapon Systems
High pressure pure air generators – HiPPAG for
cooling thermal imagers and infra red sensors,
and for pneumatic ejection of aircraft munitions.
Sidewinder missile overhaul and repair.

Sea Systems
Designs and manufactures a range of advanced
technology products primarily for ships, submarines
and other naval applications

Advanced Programming Concepts Inc
Software based data fusion systems for applications
in military command, control, communications,
computers, and intelligence (C4I) systems.

Command and Control Systems
Multifunction console systems with integrated
application software and flat panel displays for
command and control. Weapon interface electronics.
Geographical information systems. Airport
information systems.

EMS Development Corporation
Specialised power supplies and de-magnetising
systems for the electromagnetic silencing of naval
vessels. Magnetic measurement ranges.

Magnetics Division
Multi-influence measurement ranges for measuring
the signatures of naval vessels. Magnetic sensors,
instruments and ship demagnetising systems.

Ocean Systems
Multi-beam sidescan sonars and sonar performance
measurement. Contract manufacturing. The Magicard
range of identity card printers.

Power Magnetics & Electronic Systems Ltd
Power conversion systems, rectifiers, naval data
distribution systems, sonar and acoustic systems.

Command & Control 
Systems

Businesses in the United Kingdom

Businesses in North America

Controls Division

Electrics Division

Magnetics Division

Noise & Vibration 
Systems 

Ocean Systems

Power Magnetics &
Electronic Systems Ltd

Sonar & Communication 
Systems

Weapon Systems

Advanced Programming
Concepts Inc

EMS Development
Corporation

Flightline Electronics Inc

Hermes Electronics Inc

Measurement Systems Inc

UnderSea Sensor 
Systems Inc
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growth

Ultra has completed another very successful year. The Group continues to

benefit from the application of niche technologies to key defence and aerospace

markets supplemented by carefully targeted acquisitions.

In 1999, sales grew by 21.6% overall to £193 million, and before the amortisation

of goodwill, profit before tax was up by 10.2% and earnings per share increased by

14.6% to 25.9p. Debt increased to £11.7 million at 30 December 1999 from 

a neutral position at the end of the prior year. Three factors contributed to this,

namely a net £5.8 million invested in new business acquisitions, planned

investments in the US sonobuoy business acquired in December 1998 and some

unwinding of payments on account. The underlying operating cash flow was

satisfactory. The Directors are recommending a dividend increase of 11% to 

9p per share.

The Group’s order book at the year-end stood at £264 million, but by the end

of January 2000 had risen to a level equivalent to the 1998 year-end position. With

a number of significant order opportunities close to being awarded, the Board is

confident that the Group is well placed to continue its record of growth in sales

and profits in the current year. Both Air Systems and Sea Systems have a number

of exciting opportunities for the year ahead, supplemented by high levels of

demand for Airbus aircraft and our anti-submarine warfare equipment.

The Group continues to invest for the future. New areas of focus include

military vehicle electronics and power conversion equipment for naval vessels,

where Ultra is targeting the future technology requirements for the ‘all electric

warship’. In support of this activity, a new start-up business, Ultra Electronics Power

Systems Inc., has been created in the US as a partner to our UK business, PMES.

The Board believes the key to Ultra’s future success in the changing market

environment is the consistent delivery of world leading, niche products and

increasingly close relationships with prime contractors. In this respect the Group

is in an excellent position to continue its record of growth.

Finally, a thank you to Ultra employees for their consistent hard work and

dedication throughout the year.

PETER MACFARLANE Chairman

“the Board is confident

that the Group is well

placed to continue its

record of growth…”

Chairman’s Statement

Peter Macfarlane, Chairman
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Ultra has achieved another successful year, producing earnings growth, before

amortisation of goodwill, of over 14%. This has been achieved against a

background of increased market consolidation in the UK and Europe as defence

industries have restructured to keep pace with developments in the US. Our

businesses have continued to strengthen their market positions and the results

reflect our solid positioning in niche market areas and the strength of our

relationship with prime contractors.

Market Niches

Demand for anti-submarine warfare (ASW) equipment was high in the period,

with major sonobuoy orders received from the US, UK, Canada, France and Korea.

As a result of these and other orders, sales of ASW equipment were 42% higher

than in 1998. We were delighted to receive a contract towards the year-end to

adapt our sonobuoy receiver for the continental European NH90 helicopter. This

supplemented sonobuoy receiver production contracts for the US Navy and the

Spanish Navy.

HiPPAG, Ultra’s system for cooling infra-red missiles, won important new

programmes during the year. Development is continuing for both the Eurofighter

Typhoon and the UK Harrier, with production contracts pending or already

awarded, while production of annual tranches for the US Harrier fleet continues.

A qualification contract to fit HiPPAG to US F-18 aircraft was won in the year with

major potential. We expect to be in production for all these platforms by 2001. In

the naval field, work commenced under contract on the de-magnetising system

for the Astute submarine. 

“Ultra has achieved

another successful

year, producing

earnings growth of

over 14% ”

Julian Blogh, Chief Executive

Chief Executive’s Operations Review
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In the US, Ultra is undertaking a similar contract for ships for the US Navy. 

In civil aerospace Ultra’s position as a supplier of landing gear computers to Airbus

was strengthened with its new development for the A340-500/600 aircraft.

Growth

Ultra’s growth is predicated on the Company investing in new areas of activity

where it can be a market and technical leader. Two new areas that have been

targeted are military vehicle electronics and power conditioning equipment for

naval and other programmes. In the former sector, there are a number of

significant new programmes covering European nations and the US. We are

positioned to be involved in these programmes and are working closely with

Alvis with regards to MRAV, the ‘battlefield taxi’. In the latter area, building on the

capability of PMES, contracts have been won on the Astute submarine

programme, and a new start-up facility has been opened in the US. Furthermore,

there will be major US and UK naval programmes under the generic title ‘The

All-Electric Warship’ for which Ultra will be well placed.

In July we were delighted to welcome Advanced Programming Concepts Inc.

(APC) to the Ultra family. Based in Austin, Texas and involved in the development

and supply of command and control systems to the US Navy, Army and Air Force,

APC is performing as planned and is making a useful contribution to the Group.

APC is already strengthening our command and control capability, an area of

activity where we can see considerable market growth in the future.

Results

Sales increased by 21.6% to £193 million (1998: £158.7 million) of which 5% was

organic. As in recent years, the high demand for Airbus aircraft and Ultra’s

growing success in the ASW market contributed to growth. Operating margins

declined slightly to 12.7% as expected, reflecting the impact of acquisitions and

restructuring. Excluding restructuring costs in Sea Systems, operating margins

would have been consistent with those achieved in 1998. The Board is confident

that the restructuring undertaken this year has strengthened the Group’s

businesses and that the contribution from recent acquisitions will grow to Ultra

levels over the next few years. Operating profit for the period, before the

amortisation of goodwill, increased by 17.7%, year on year, to £24.6 million and

profit before tax increased 10.2% to £23.2 million (1998: £21.1 million). With a tax

rate of 29%, this led to a 14.6% increase in earnings per share to 25.9p. After

capital expenditure of £4.4 million, new product development expenditure of

£10.1 million and the acquisition of APC for £6.0 million in June the Group ended

the year with a net debt of £11.7 million.

Chief Executive’s Operations Review

“In July we were

delighted to welcome

Advanced Programming

Concepts Inc. to the 

Ultra family”



Air Systems

Air Systems Division comprises nine operating businesses located in the UK 

and North America supplying electronic and electromechanical components, 

sub-systems and products to civil aerospace and defence prime contractors and

governmental defence procurement agencies.

The Division achieved another year of strong growth in 1999 with total sales

up by 17.4% to £129.4 million. Significant factors driving growth were increasing

Airbus production rates and a higher global demand for sonobuoys. In addition

a full year of sales from UnderSea Sensor Systems Inc (USSI) was included in

this year’s results. Based in Fort Wayne, Indiana this sonobuoy manufacturer

was acquired from Raytheon in December 1998. The business was established

in its own facility during the year and results were satisfactory. Excluding sales

from USSI, the Division achieved strong organic growth of 10.8%. This growth

produced an improvement in operating margin to 14% compared with 13.2% 

in 1998.

Civil markets showed some distinct trends in 1999 with Airbus achieving a 

50% market share of large passenger jets. Also, the healthy regional aircraft

market has seen jets take an increased proportion of orders from turboprop

powered aircraft.

Ultra supplies landing gear control computers and wiring harnesses to all Airbus

aircraft except the older A300 and A310. Rising production rates at Airbus led to

increased original equipment sales and as new airlines have taken Airbus aircraft so

spares demand has also grown. In 1998 Ultra’s Controls business commenced

development of the landing gear control system for the new long range Airbus 

A340-500/600. That development is making satisfactory progress and has been

instrumental in Ultra being selected for exclusive negotiations with BAE Systems

Airbus to supply a similar system for the Airbus A318 100 seater aircraft.

6 Ultra Electronics Holdings plc

air systemsChief Executive’s Operations Review

Opposite page: 

Airbus A320 final approach to landing

“The Division achieved

another year of strong

growth in 1999 with

total sales up by 17.4%

to £129.4 million”

Airbus A319

Airbus A320

Airbus A321

Landing gear control computers
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Airbus A330 Airbus A340-500/600

Airbus A340 Hawker Horizon

Eurofighter
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Nimrod MR2, MRA4

Royal Navy Merlin

Royal Navy Sea King HAS MK6

The Bombardier Challenger 604

business jet

“UltraQuiet was offered

as an option on the

Bombardier Challenger

604 corporate jet for the

first time and the take up

has been encouraging”

Sonobuoys and sonobuoy receivers for submarine detection
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In civil markets, sales of ‘UltraQuiet’, Ultra’s market leading noise and vibration

control equipment for aircraft cabins, were affected by reduced demand for

commuter turboprop aircraft. However, UltraQuiet was offered as an option on

the Bombardier Challenger 604 corporate jet for the first time and the take 

up has been encouraging. The equipment is also used to upgrade older aircraft

and in 1999 the first retrofit customer was secured when UniAirways awarded

Ultra’s Noise & Vibration Systems business a contract to upgrade four Bombardier

Dash-8 aircraft. UltraQuiet is a standard fit on the latest Bombardier Q-400

commuter turboprop.

Demand for military products was also strong as a result of rising defence

budgets in some countries and the expansion of Ultra’s product portfolio.

In the UK, the Sonar & Communication Systems business completed

development of  HIDAR, the first digital production sonobuoy in the world. This

successful programme involved both UK engineers and Canadian personnel 

from Hermes. Hermes, which was acquired by Ultra in 1995, won its single largest

order for DIFAR sonobuoys from the US Navy.

In the related business of sonobuoy receivers, Flightline delivered receivers

for both the UK’s Nimrod MRA4 and Canadian Aurora maritime patrol aircraft.

Reflecting the success of these programmes the Group was awarded a contract

towards the year-end to adapt its receivers for the European NH-90 helicopter.

Acquisitions

No acquisitions were made in Air Systems in 1999, but just prior to the start of

the year Ultra acquired the sonobuoy product line of the Raytheon Company and

formed USSI. During 1999 headcount at USSI has grown from 60 people to 112

as the business established itself on a stand-alone basis following the withdrawal

of services from Raytheon. This culminated in a move, just prior to Christmas,

into a purpose built facility of 96,000 square feet near Columbia City, Indiana.

During the year, effort at USSI has been concentrated on completing major

development of two sonobuoys for the US Navy. These developments are virtually

complete and production is expected to start during 2000. The financial results of

USSI in 1999 are close to those anticipated at the time of the acquisition.

P3 Orion Aurora CP140

SH 60B Sea Hawk,
SH 70B Sea Hawk

Atlantique

Chief Executive’s Operations Review – Air Systems

Nimrod MRA4 Radio Frequency

Distribution Box under 

environmental test at Sonar and

Communication Systems

USSI’s new facility near

Columbia City, Indiana
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Prospects

In defence markets, the year has seen significant changes across the Industry, both

in procurement methodology and the growing importance of the prime contractor.

The introduction of Smart Procurement by the UK MoD put increased focus on

avoiding delays and cost overruns involved in major equipment purchases. 

To combat these, the newly created Defence Procurement Agency is forming

Integrated Project Teams which include representatives from prime contractors

as well as procurement and service personnel. The expected advantages of this

approach will include a technologically realistic and affordable view of

requirements, a team approach to risk reduction and a better understanding of the

trade off between timescales, performance and through life cost. Furthermore,

innovation and the opportunity to improve current practices should be more easily

exploited to the benefit of both the contractor and customer.

Alongside this change in procurement method, a significant degree of

consolidation has taken place amongst European tier 1 contractors. 1999 saw the

formation of BAE Systems from the activities of British Aerospace and the

Marconi Electronic Systems Division of GEC. Also last year Aerospatiale Matra,

DASA and CASA came together to form European Aerospace, Defence and Space

Company (EADS).

These trends give tier 1 contractors more influence in determining price,

timescales and technology but also greater responsibility for successful

management of programmes. Ultra has been able to take advantage of these

changes to emphasise its strong partnering links and unique technology and to

develop preferred supplier relationships.

Ultra’s Controls business is a member of project Nevada to define avionics

architecture in future large commercial aircraft. This is relevant to the Airbus

A3XX 500 seat jet which, in December 1999, received pre-authorisation to offer.

Ultra’s Weapon Systems business originally developed its High Pressure Pure

Air Generator (HiPPAG) for missile cooling applications. HiPPAG is in service with

the US Marine Corps, meeting all performance requirements and exceeding the

expected reliability. This unique technology has now been adapted for a role in

the pneumatic ejection of munitions from aircraft. 

Harrier AV-8B

AH-1 Cobra Helicopter

Harrier GR7

“Ultra’s Controls

business is a 

member of project

Nevada to define

avionics architecture

in future large

commercial aircraft”

Airbus A3XX future large aircraft

HiPPAG 320 on-board compressor for missile cooling
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As a result, strong links have been established with Boeing and Lockheed Martin

on major programmes including Joint Strike Fighter, F/A-18E/F and F-15E upgrade.

We continue to develop strong supplier relationships with many global

aerospace and defence prime contractors. During 1999 our Controls business

confirmed its ‘top ten’ status in the Airbus vendor rating system and as a result

was one of only three suppliers, and the only UK based supplier, invited to take

part in a project aimed at defining procurement processes for avionics in future

Airbus aircraft. Controls also signed a long-term agreement with Raytheon for the

supply of its unique Hub Integrated Power Switching System (HIPSS) for

propeller de-icing and anti-icing on the Beech 1900D.

Through the continuing development of strong supplier relationships with

many global aerospace and defence prime contractors, Ultra is capitalising on

new opportunities to secure participation in the major future programmes that

will continue to generate growth.

Harrier II plus F/A-18E/F Super Hornet

Eurofighter – all four nations

Joint Strike Fighter

F-15 E

Chief Executive’s Operations Review – Air Systems

“…strong links have

been established with

Boeing and Lockheed

Martin on major

programmes including

JSF, F/A-18E/F and  

F-15E upgrade”

Hub Integrated Power Switching

System under development at

Controls Division

HiPPAG 540 proposed for pneumatic ejection of munitions
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Sea Systems

Sea Systems’ products address global markets for major naval systems and

advanced electronic products for predominantly military customers. Skills

include design, integration and supply of hardware and infrastructure software

for command and control systems and the design and manufacture of sonar,

magnetic and power conversion equipment. The Division has important but

smaller civil markets for printers, airport information systems and power

conversion equipment.

Sea Systems’ total sales rose by 31.2% to £63.6 million (1998: £48.5 million),

benefiting from inclusion of results from Advanced Programming Concepts Inc

(APC) for the first time and a full year’s results from Power Magnetics and

Electronic Systems Ltd (PMES). During the year manufacture of command and

control equipment for the UK’s Type 23 Frigates and Swiftsure, Trafalgar and

Vanguard submarines came to an end. As a result, organic growth declined at a

similar rate to last year and operating margins were 10.2%. Restructuring has been

completed and the Division is now well positioned to benefit from the

opportunities being presented in naval markets.

The UK is introducing a new class of attack submarine – the Astute class.

Several Sea Systems’ businesses have opportunities to supply equipment for this

boat and PMES has already been awarded two significant contracts. The first,

worth about £6.5million at current economics, is for the Main Static Converter.

This equipment takes power from the main generator and converts it into a form

required by equipment distributed around the boat. This development will

provide Ultra with world leading technology in a key area of naval systems. Ultra

is also under contract to Rolls Royce Marine Power to supply the rod control gear

for the boat’s nuclear reactor.

Swiftsure & Trafalgar

Aircraft Carrier Type 23 Frigate

12 Ultra Electronics Holdings plc

“Astute – Ultra is

under contract to 

Rolls Royce Marine

Power to supply the

rod control gear 

for the boat’s 

nuclear reactor”

Finite element magnetic analysis 

is used to predict the signature of 

naval vessels

Data Distribution Systems for a wide variety of naval vessels

Power rectifier systems for railways
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ABB Northern Line Balfour Kirkpatrick

Rail Track Southern Region Ansaldo Copenhagen

Vanguard Offshore Patrol

Amphibious Ship Minehunter

Chief Executive’s Operations Review – Sea Systems
APC’s Air Defence Systems Integrator
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Management of magnetic signatures is an area of technological expertise within Sea

Systems which has been strengthened in recent years by the acquisition of EMS

Development Corporation (EMS) of Long Island, New York. This specialisation

was recognised in 1999 when the Magnetics business was selected to supply a

degaussing system for the Astute submarine. Some of this work will be

performed by EMS, demonstrating the benefit to be gained from exploitation of

synergies between Ultra’s businesses. EMS is already working on power

equipment for US Navy vessels.

TagTrak, Ultra’s automated baggage reconciliation system experienced delayed

orders in the first half of the year. Most of the focus of airport information

technology at that time was on year 2000 compliance issues and this had an effect

on non-Y2K systems expenditure. However, during the second half of the year

the number of enquiries increased to previous levels. Contracts for four new

airports were secured prior to year-end; Sri Lanka, Prague, Isle of Man and

Inchon in Korea.

Sea Systems’ other major civil product is the Magicard printer used to print

text, images, graphics and bar codes on to credit card sized badges. In order to

take advantage of this fast moving market, a constant level of product innovation

is required. At the beginning of 1999 Ocean Systems launched the new Turbo

range of Magicard printers. The range has been highly successful and contributed

to a 50% rise in turnover for the product group. 

Acquisitions

On 21 July, Ultra announced the acquisition of APC of Austin, Texas, for $9.5 million

(£6.0 million). This subsidiary will be managed by Sea Systems’ Command &

Control Systems business and brings important new technology and customer

relationships to the Group. In return, Ultra provides improved access to world

markets for a unique product.

Auxiliaries

Frigates Submarines

Degaussing Systems for naval vessels

TagTrak automated baggage

reconciliation system
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Chief Executive’s Operations Review – Sea Systems

APC employs 67 people engaged in the design and development of a suite of

software products that fuse data from many types of military sensors and displays

a real time view of the battlespace. Funding for development comes from all

branches of the US Services. The recent war in Kosovo reinforced the need for

interoperable command and control equipment and will provide many

opportunities for international sales of APC’s products.

PMES, which was acquired at the end of 1998, has progressed in line with

expectations and cost saving measures adopted during the year provide an

excellent platform for profitable future growth.

Offshore Patrol LHDs

Aircraft Carriers Minehunters

“At the beginning of 1999

Ocean Systems launched

the new Turbo range of

Magicard printers”

Ship’s Helicopter Operating 

Limits System (SHOLIS)

manufactured by PMES
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Prospects

In the UK, further opportunities are anticipated on Astute and the Type 45 

anti-air warfare destroyer. In the US, there are opportunities on the Virginia Class

submarine and the DD21 destroyer. Sea Systems will exploit its incumbent

position on current programmes to secure participation during the early concept

phase of the major naval developments for the 21st century.

The benefit of involvement in the concept phase is illustrated by the

emergence of electric drive for warships. This technology aims to replace the

gearbox and propeller shaft in conventional warship drive systems with electric

motors taking power from the main generator. Benefits of this system include

lower noise, vibration and weight and more flexibility in ship design. Power

conversion technology resident in PMES will be applicable to this concept and to

achieve a position of influence in the US, a subsidiary, Ultra Electronics Power

Systems Inc has been established in Annapolis, Maryland. In the UK, PMES is

participating in MoD funded studies to investigate the optimisation of power

architecture on naval vessels.

Again, relationships with prime contractors are important for future success

and growth of the Division. Command and Control Systems has entered into a

teaming agreement with BAE Systems to supply command and control equipment

for the Astute submarine and post year end a contract was received.

16 Ultra Electronics Holdings plc

US Army

US Marine Corps

AstuteVanguard

Type 23 frigate

“In the UK, further

opportunities are

anticipated on Astute

and the Type 45 anti-air

warfare destroyer.”

Command and Control Systems multifunction console

Air Defense Systems Integrator – ADSI

Command and Control Systems multifunction consoleCommand and Control Systems multifunction console
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Recognising the continuing investment in future technology and business

processes, PMES has been selected for two key supplier programmes. The

business is one of six selected by BAE Systems this year and is one of twenty-five

suppliers selected by Rolls Royce. In both cases the aim is to develop best

practice procurement processes for the mutual benefit of customer and supplier

and represents a significant investment of time and effort by both parties.

Through the exploitation of its world leading technology and close customer

relationships the prospects for this Division are encouraging.

JULIAN BLOGH Chief Executive

Chief Executive’s Operations Review – Sea Systems

US Navy

Australia, Bahrain, CanadaUS Air Force

Swiftsure & Trafalgar

Korean KDX destroyer
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Operating Results

Group turnover increased by 21.6% in 1999 to £192,981,000. The results benefited

from the first contribution by APC, acquired in July 1999 and from a full year’s

contribution by PMES and USSI, both acquired at the end of 1998. Excluding the

effect of these acquisitions, organic growth was 5%.

Ultra’s exposure to currency translation differences is mainly the US Dollar

with a lesser exposure to the Canadian Dollar. Average rates for both of those

currencies were slightly weaker against Sterling in 1999. The movement in

currency rates was less than 3% and the impact on consolidated turnover, 

less than 1%.

Ian Yeoman, Finance Director 
and Company Secretary

Financial Review

Sales by Geographical Destination Sales by Market Segment

North America 30%

United Kingdom 54%

Europe 12%

Rest of World 4%

Civil 28%

Military 72%

“The results benefited

from the first

contribution by APC,

acquired in July 1999

and from a full year’s

contribution by PMES

and USSI”
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The proportion of sales destined for overseas markets remained stable in

1999 at 46%. Within the 54% of turnover sold in the UK, the Ministry of Defence

remains the largest customer. Direct sales to UK MoD represent 22% of Ultra’s

turnover and a further 20% is via major prime contractors such as BAE Systems

and Boeing. The largest overseas market remains North America comprising 

30% of total sales in 1999, up by 3% compared with the previous year. This

increase is due to the acquisitions of APC and USSI both of which are located in 

the USA and have a high proportion of sales in their home market. The split of sales 

between military and civil customers altered marginally in 1999 with 72% of sales

for the military market compared with 73% in 1998.

As anticipated, operating margins before amortisation of goodwill declined in

1999 to 12.7% from 13.2% the previous year. Restructuring costs were incurred

in Sea Systems in order to match the cost base with the lower sales level and

ensure future profitable growth. Both businesses acquired at the end of 1998

traded at breakeven as anticipated at the time of the acquisitions. Underlying

operating margin for the Group, excluding restructuring was 13.4% representing

consistent profitability compared with 1998. Excluding amortisation and

acquisitions, fixed costs remained constant at 1998 levels enabling the benefit of

higher sales to be translated into improved underlying profitability. The Group

maintains prudent accounting policies on long term contracts’ profit recognition,

provisioning and self-funded development.

Profit before taxation

The Group had net debt of £12.8m at the half-year which subsequently fell to

£11.7 million at year-end despite the acquisition of APC. The Group incurred a 

net interest charge in 1999 of £1,303,000 (1998: interest income £202,000)

resulting in profit before tax and amortisation of goodwill of £23,242,000 

(1998: £21,098,000).

Taxation

The effective rate of tax fell to 29% in 1999 from 30.5% the previous year. The

lower effective rate results from a fall in nominal UK rates in April and the

utilisation of tax losses in overseas jurisdictions. A potential deferred tax asset of

£1,070,000 (1998: £1,072,000) existed at 30 December 1999 but on a prudent

basis, this has not been recognised.

Financial Review

“Underlying operating

margin for the Group,

excluding restructuring

was 13.4%…”
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Earnings per share

The average number of shares in issue during 1999 was 65,055,293. Earnings

attributable to ordinary shareholders, after goodwill amortisation of £1,311,000,

were £15,559,000 resulting in basic earnings per share of 23.9p. This represents

growth of 6.2% over 1998 and compound annual growth since Ultra’s flotation of 14%.

Dividends

The final dividend proposed is 6p making a total for the year of 9p. Growth over

1998 is 11.1% and dividend cover is 2.6 times.

Investments

Additions to tangible fixed assets were £4,272,000 in 1999 and Group funded

revenue investment was £10,136,000, consistent with expenditure in previous

years. Developments funded by our customers amounted to £34,793,000, an

increase of 7.5% over 1998.

Cash flow

Net cash flow, following the acquisition of APC and planned investment in USSI,

was negative in 1999. At year-end the Group had net debt of £11,706,000

compared with a cash neutral position at the end of 1998.

Working capital, including provisions, increased by £15,571,000 as advanced

payments on mature contracts fell and invoiced debt returned to normal levels

following exceptionally low debtors at December 1998. 

The acquisition of APC cost £6,045,000 and taxation and dividends a further

£13,222,000.

Financial Risk Management

In this year’s accounts the Group has adopted FRS 13 – ‘Derivatives and other

Financial Instruments: Disclosures’. The Group’s financial instruments, other than

derivatives, comprise borrowings, some cash resources and instruments such as

trade debtors and trade creditors to raise finance for the Group’s operations. 

The Group uses forward currency contracts and an interest rate collar to

manage the currency and interest rate risks associated with, and the financing of,

the Group’s underlying business activities. 

Group policy prohibits speculative transactions and no trading activity in

financial instruments is undertaken. Treasury policies are based on forecast

business requirements and are regularly reviewed. 

Financial Review

“The final dividend

proposed is 6p making

a total for the year of

9p. Growth over 1998 

is 11.1%…”
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Interest Rate and Liquidity Risk

The Group finances its operations through a mixture of retained profits and bank

borrowings. The Group has £16,500,000 and US$40,000,000 (multi-currency)

facilities with the Royal Bank of Scotland. 

The Sterling facility is used to provide working capital. The US Dollar facility

was utilised for acquisitions and provides a balance sheet hedge (see below). A

further £5,000,000 overdraft facility is available, also for working capital

purposes. These facilities are drawn down as and when required to manage the

Group’s liquidity.

The Group uses an interest rate collar to manage exposures to US interest

rate fluctuations. At 30 December 1999, 99% of the Group’s borrowings were at

floating rates before taking account of the interest rate collar. After adjusting for

the interest rate collar, 68% of the Group’s net borrowings were at fixed rates and

32% of the Group’s net borrowings were at floating rates.

Foreign Currency Risk

The Group has overseas subsidiaries, whose assets and liabilities are

denominated predominantly in US dollars. The Group finances its net

investments in these subsidiaries by means of the US dollar borrowings referred

to above in order to protect the Balance Sheet from movements in the 

US dollar/Sterling exchange rate.

Virtually all sales in the civil aerospace sector are denominated in US dollars.

As a result, the principal currency translation exposure is to the US dollar and

Ultra’s policy is to hedge the net exposure using forward foreign exchange

contracts. Exposure to the Canadian dollar is hedged in the same way. Remaining

currency exposures are hedged as they arise.

Year 2000

No Ultra businesses experienced operational problems as a result of either non-

compliance of our IT systems, or our suppliers. No notification has been received

of non-compliance of any Ultra products where compliance had been certified.

IAN YEOMAN Finance Director and Company Secretary

Financial Review
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Peter Macfarlane* FCA FCT, Non-Executive Chairman, age 61, qualified as a Chartered

Accountant with Touche Ross and, after three years with Coopers & Lybrand joined

Kimberley Clark, managing their financial affairs in Europe, Africa and the Middle East. He

joined Rolls-Royce in 1979 as Group Treasurer and, after a period as Director of Corporate

Development, he was appointed Finance Director in 1989. Mr Macfarlane retired from the

board of Allied Domecq plc on 10 February 1998 where he had been initially Finance

Director and subsequently Chairman of two divisions.

Julian Blogh BA MSc PhD CEng MIEE, Chief Executive, age 56. He became Chief Executive

of Ultra Electronics when it began trading in October 1993, having spent most of his

working life in the electronics industry working with Ferranti Radar, Plessey Radar and,

latterly, Dowty Electronic Systems. He was Managing Director of Sonar and Communication

Systems from 1987 to 1992, when he was appointed Managing Director of Dowty Avionics,

which included Sonar and Communication Systems, Electrics and Controls, before leaving

to participate in the MBO.

Douglas Caster BSc AMIEE, Managing Director, Command and Control Systems, age 46,

started his career with the Racal Group in 1975 as a Design Engineer, before moving to

Schlumberger and then to Dowty, where he was appointed Engineering Director of Sonar

and Communications in 1988. In 1992, he was promoted to Managing Director of that

division and was appointed to the board of Ultra in October 1993. From 15th February 1999

he assumed the role of Managing Director of Command and Control Systems and also has

responsibility for Ocean Systems, PMES, and APC.

Sir Frank Holroyd* KBE CB MSc FREng CEng FRAeS FIEE CIMgt, Non-Executive Director,

age 64, retired from the RAF in 1991 as Air Marshal after 35 years’ service, latterly as Chief

of Logistics and Chief Engineer. Formerly Chief Engineer of Strike Command and Director

General of Procurement (MoD) for Strategic Electronic Systems, he is Chairman of

Composite Technology Ltd, Deputy Chairman of Military Aircraft Spares Ltd, Deputy

Chairman of Council Cranfield University and a non-executive director of Admiral plc. 

Sir Frank was appointed to the board of Ultra in March 1995.

Board of Directors
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Richard Lane IEng MIEIE MIMgt, Marketing Director, age 57, joined the RAF in 1959 as

an apprentice, rising to the rank of Squadron Leader, with a final spell of three years in the

Procurement Executive of the Ministry of Defence. Following a period with Smiths

Industries plc, he joined Dowty Group plc in 1985 as Marketing Director, Sonar and

Communication Systems and was appointed Marketing Director of Ultra Electronics in

October 1993.

Frank Hope BSc PhD CPhys MInstP, Managing Director, Electrics Division, age 45,

started his career with Tecalemit as a design engineer working on robotics. He spent 

13 years with Avimo Limited where he was Managing Director, having previously held the

positions of Technical Director and Operations Director. He joined Ultra in 1994 in his

current position, and was appointed to the board of Ultra in January 1999.

Andrew Walker* MA CEng, Senior Non-Executive Director, age 48, was appointed to

the board in June 1996. Joining the Dowty Group plc in 1978, he held various positions,

becoming an operating board member during 1991/92. Following TI Group’s acquisition

of Dowty, he became Managing Director of John Crane Polymer Engineering. He was Chief

Executive of South Wales Electricity plc (SWALEC) from 1993 to 1996, and has been Chief

Executive of McKechnie plc since 1996.

Ian Yeoman BA ACMA, Finance Director, age 45, began his career at GEC before moving

into the chemical industry to work for a division of ICI. He joined the defence industry in

1984, with a move to Plessey Defence Systems. Following periods with GEC and Dowty, he

was appointed Finance Director of Ultra Electronics on its formation in October 1993.

*Audit and Remuneration Committee members

Board of Directors
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EXECUTIVES

Group Management

Dr. Julian Blogh Chief Executive

Richard Lane Marketing Director

Jack Telfer Human Resources Director

Ian Yeoman Finance Director and 

Company Secretary

Divisional Management

Harry Young President,

Advanced Programming Concepts Inc

Douglas Caster Managing Director,

Command and Control Systems

Andy Hamment Managing Director,

Controls Division

Dr. Frank Hope Managing Director,

Electrics Division

Mick Drustrup President,

EMS Development Corporation

Carlos Santiago President,

Flightline Electronics Inc

Wayne Trowse President, 

Hermes Electronics Inc

Ian Mence Managing Director, 

Magnetics Division

Keith Thomson President, 

Measurement Systems Inc

Dr Colin Ross Managing Director, 

Noise & Vibration Systems

Ray Coles Managing Director, 

Ocean Systems

Rakesh Sharma Managing Director, 

Power Magnetics and Electronic 

Systems Limited

Dr. Brendan Pain Managing Director, 

Sonar and Communication Systems

Paul Benson Managing Director, 

Weapon Systems

Joe Abella President, 

UnderSea Sensor Systems Inc

Larry Garrett Chairman,

Ultra Electronics Defense Inc

ADVISORS

Auditors

Arthur Andersen

Abbots House, Abbey Street

Reading RG1 3BD

Principal Bankers

Royal Bank of Scotland

Waterhouse Square, 138-142 Holborn

London EC1N 2TH

Solicitors

Clifford Chance

200 Aldersgate Street

London EC1A 4JJ

Osborne Clarke

50 Queen Charlotte Street

Bristol BS1 4HE

Merchant Bankers

J Henry Schroder & Co Limited

120 Cheapside

London EC2V 6DS

Stockbrokers

Cazenove & Co.

12 Tokenhouse Yard

London EC2R 7AN

Registrars

Lloyds TSB Registrars

The Causeway, Worthing

West Sussex BN99 6DA

Executives and Advisors



AIR SYSTEMS

Controls Division

417 Bridport Road, Greenford 

Middlesex UB6 8UA

England

Tel: +44 (0) 20 8813 4444

Fax: +44 (0) 20 8813 4351

Electrics Division

Kingsditch Lane, Cheltenham

Gloucestershire GL51 9PG

England

Tel: +44 (0) 1242 221166

Fax: +44 (0) 1242 221167

Flightline Electronics Inc

7525 County Road 42, PO Box 750

Fishers, New York 14453-0750

USA

Tel: 001 716 924 4000

Fax: 001 716 924 5732

Hermes Electronics Inc

40 Atlantic Street, Dartmouth

Nova Scotia B2Y4N2

Canada

Tel: 001 902 466 7491

Fax: 001 902 463 6098 

Measurement Systems Inc

777 Commerce Drive

Fairfield, CT 06432

USA

Tel: 001 203 336 4590

Fax: 001 203 336 5945 

Noise and Vibration Systems

1 Cambridge Business Park

Cowley Road, Cambridge CB4 0WZ

England

Tel: +44 (0) 1223 426699

Fax: +44 (0) 1223 426696

Sonar and Communication Systems

419 Bridport Road, Greenford 

Middlesex UB6 8UA

England

Tel: +44 (0) 20 8813 4567

Fax: +44 (0) 20 8813 4568

UnderSea Sensor Systems Inc

4578 East Park 30 Drive

Columbia City, Indiana 46725-8869

USA

Tel: 001 219 248 3500

Fax: 001 219 248 3510

Weapon Systems

Anson Business Park

Cheltenham Road East

Gloucester GL2 9QN

England

Tel: +44 (0) 1452 714382

Fax: +44 (0) 1452 715252

SEA SYSTEMS

Advanced Programming Concepts Inc

7004 Bee Caves Road

Austin, Texas 78746

USA

Tel: 001 512 327 6795

Fax: 001 512 327 8043

Command and Control Systems

Knaves Beech Business Centre

Loudwater, High Wycombe

Buckinghamshire HP10 9UT

England

Tel: +44 (0) 1628 530000

Fax: +44 (0) 1628 524557

EMS Development Corporation

95 Horseblock Road, PO Box 640

Yaphank, New York 11980

USA

Tel: 001 631 345 6200

Fax: 001 631 345 6216

Magnetics Division

Fallow Park, Rugeley Road

Hednesford, Cannock

Staffordshire WS12 5QZ

England

Tel: +44 (0) 1543 878888

Fax: +44 (0) 1543 878249

Ocean Systems

Waverley House, Hampshire Road

Granby Estate, Weymouth 

Dorset DT4 9XD

England

Tel: +44 (0) 1305 784738

Fax: +44 (0) 1305 777904

Power Magnetics & Electronic 

Systems Limited

Armitage Road, Rugeley

Staffordshire WS15 1DR

England

Tel: +44 (0) 1889 503300

Fax: +44 (0) 1889 572929

Business Addresses



Registered Office:

Ultra Electronics Holdings plc

417 Bridport Road

Greenford

Middlesex UB6 8UA

England

Tel: +44 (0) 20 8813 4321

Fax: +44 (0) 20 8813 4322
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